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Abstract 
The significance of a language has been undeniable phenomenon for it 

beings identification to civilization. Instead of its civilization that has 

its dependence on language which invariably proves that language is 

primary and civilization is secondary. Had there been no language, 

there would have been no civilization. It is strikingly true from the 

evolutionary perspectives of the Indus valley civilization with respect to 

the ancient Saraiki language. The ancient value of the Saraiki language 

becomes vivid by the fact that even today in schools at local level, the 

learning rudiments of Saraiki language are applied or used to inculcate 

the fundamentals of education. This article aims to construe the 

evolutionary phases the Saraiki language went through from time to 

time with special reference to the Indus valley civilization. This article 

also takes into credit the impact the Saraiki language had on 

growth/promotion and up-bringing of the Indus valley civilization. 
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I. Introduction 
 Cultural creativity is linked with civilization. There are four factors which are 

responsible for uplift, continuation and brightness of civilization (1) Political 

organizations, (2) Moral Traditions, (3) Knowledge and Art and (4) Economic Reciprocal 

Business. These four elements save the civilizations from going chaotic as it is very much 

crystal clear that during the peace time the human development taken place, wisdom 

takes new birth and new shape. History of human civilization dates as back as thousands 

of years for experts of human civilization believe that the very first glimpse of this 

civilization was seen on the banks of rivers. Civilization make it’s commencement from 

the period of hunting a period in which a man scarcely had the rudiments of language, 

expression of words and their meanings. The concept of words was very minimal and 

man occasionally produced order less and mismanaged sounds and occasionally 

communicated through gestures and making signs. As the time went on man initiated new 

ways of writing, such as writing on the wall using coal which marked the beginning of 

writing. 

 

 The cultivation is the mother of civilization and the war is its father. After hunting 

cultivation and afterwards the age of bronze, coming into is existence the furnaces of fire 

and the use of fire as fuel to inhabit small and big towns to make people leave their caves 

and dwell in cities is actually the outcome of centuries.  For the man started his journey 

towards flourishing his civilization from the rivers or their banks. Hence the most ancient 

civilization of the world, Mesopotamia, flourished on the banks and valley between Dajla 
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and Euphrates rivers. On the banks of the Nile River, the ancient Egyptian civilization got 

birth and in our own part of the world the Indus valley civilization blossomed on the 

banks of the Indus River.  

 

 The concept of trade and business were brought on scene as the interaction among 

these three ancient civilizations was boosted. Calligraphy gained it’s commencement 

from Iraqi tribe the Sameeri then the Egyptians followed it but completely in a different 

way.  As far as the calligraphic style of the Indus valley is concerned it adopted its own 

style and if someone can read it such readings then can reveal facts of various nature in 

its appreciation, but this face is clearly un-doubtable that people of all these three 

civilization learnt the art of writing and reading. This art of reading and writing 

significantly admitted the people to elevate their business. Tablets found from Iraq speak 

that Iraq was active in trade with Multan as far as ten thousand years back and this is very 

much evident from documented findings which still exist today. 

 

 Ibne Hanif gives telling reference of language of Maloha (Multan). A table of the 

period of Iraqi Akadi dynasty during the reign of Sharokan  (2334 B.C. to 2279 B.C.) and 

the writing of the year of 2200 B.C. had been mentioned on it. In this writing there is the 

mention of a person who was owner a ship of Maloha.  But his name is Akadi, i.e., Iraqi 

and he is not a non-Iraqi. A seal has been discovered which dates back to the period of 

Akadi (2334 to 2193 B.C.) with the name of a person engraved on it, who was an expert 

of Maloha language. His name was “Shwai Li Shoo”. He used to translate Maloha 

language into Iraqi language. “Shwai La Shoo Ami Bal Maloha.”   Meanings: Translator 

of Maloha Shwai La Shoo. Ami bal used to be that person who would translate his 

mother tongue into foreign languages. Hence it is concluded that the arrival of the ships 

from Maloha,  the presence of the ship owner of Maloha in Iraq and the translator of 

Maloha language clearly indicate that during the Akadi period the trade relations between 

Iraq and Multan were directly established via sea routes (Ibn-e-Hanif.1980:110). 
 

 In exception to these evidences mentioned above, there are found some other 

tables stating the relevant witnesses evidences in written about the trade. So the language 

of Multan was developed and adopted by people thousands of years ago could read, write 

and interact and communicate well in that particular language. The samples of 

calligraphy found from Multan bear exact resemblance to the style of samples of writing 

found from the rivers of Mohenjo-Daro which bears out our claim. Allama Attiq Fikri has 

quoted many witnesses in this respect: 

 

A. Brief Comparison 

 

(Atiq, 1971:67) 
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 Some people honor pishach tribe as the pioneer this tribe stepped into India via 

Iran. One does come across with the presence of this tribe in Paranon and athason and its 

existence seems to be absent in veds. It is therefore unveiled that these people would have 

made their entrance in to India after Great War of Maha Bharat which was fought 

between Kuros and Pandos. It is believed that the routes and countries used by Aryan to 

get in to Indian were the same routes and countries utilized by the last group of Aryan in 

order to enter in to Iran. (Bahawalpur, 1970:58-59). 
 

 He further elaborates in falling pages of his book: The language such as Shina, 

Gilgiti, Kashmiri, Saraiki and Sindhi as Dardik or Dardi. He also attempts to connect 

Saraiki language with other branches of Dardi languages with next to nothing variation in 

suffix and prefix, however this is in correct. However the samples of the miscellaneous 

separate and joint sentences of the Dardi or Pishachi languages ,e.g.,  Shina, Shina 

Gilkati, Kashmiri and Saraiki  are mentioned. 

 

Table 1 

Pishgali Shina/Gilkati Saraiki Urdu 

Eve , Ilo Ik Hik Aik 

Dilo Do Doon Do 

Traih Semi Traey Teen 
(Bahawalpuri,1970:64-65) 

 

 If in times to come the linguists somehow triumph in decoding the anticipations of 

Indus valley or for that matter Multan, our assumptions and prepositions are most likely 

to turn true. However in 1500 B.C When Indus valley was heading towards its 

degeneration the Aryans then are believed to make their entry to Indus valley through 

central Asian States. They carried with themselves a language known as Sanskrit. Society 

consisted of various sections on basis of caste system; therefore they established certain 

parameters in order to safe guard the sanctity of their language. People with inferior casts 

were never authorized to use even could not speak and listen this language. What is 

ponderable in this situation is that the words then developed the synchronized meanings 

the Aryans before going in to the caste system spent near about 5000 years in Indus 

valley and there existed a language with full of it’s brightness and it was termed as the 

mother of the present Saraiki Language (Multani and Sindhi) this all happened before the 

foreign language were invaded. The solid linguistic evidence of Saraiki is the Parakrits of 

Indo-Pak sub-continent e.g. Kekai, Pishachi and Warachda Parakit. These linguistic 

evidences are admitted on all hand with respect to preliminary advancement in Saraiki 

language. 

 

 The extreme ancient settlement of Indus valley was of Deravidian. This nation was 

rather well developed from civilization and cultural perspectives and dominated the entire 

Sindh in round about 2500 to 3000 years B.C. as they came from the Mediterranean Sea.  

Their languages stood in lose relevance to the Hebrew, Sameeri and ancient Arabic 

Language. Even today the presence of Arabic language words in Saraiki language has 

been since the ancient period much before the arrival of Muslims in this valley and this 

influence of the language has been for the thousands of years. In this context this 

language can be termed as the main source of Saraiki language (Kalanchvi,1982:14). 
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 After the collapse of Dravidians, came the time of Asuris (Asuris, Ahuris), which 

were equally well civilized as the Dravidians. The Asuris maintained warm friendly 

relationship with the pharaohs of Egypt and the monarchs of Mesopotamia “Asorki” was 

the language they spoke and the name in indicative of their tribes traits.  The name of the 

present language of the Indus Valley, Saraiki was derived from the remnants of the 

ancient languages Asorki. As both language share some common words i.e. s, a r, k, and 

this vary face attracts the attention (Kalanchvi,1982:15). 

 

 The Aryan set their presence in the Indus valley after the Dravidians in about 1600 

B.C. Their language Vedic had close similarities to that of Iranian “Avishta” language 

but It was the language of Aryans which left unforgettable influence on the Dravidian 

language/dialect. This matter is a fact that after the arrival of the Aryans the beginning of 

the traditional history of Sindh was marked, but the Arabs had also been visiting the same 

for the last thousands of years or so. 

 

 By the end of the 1
st
 century Hijra, in the period of Waleed bin Abdul Malik, the 

Governor of Eastern region Hajjaj bin Yusuf compellingly attacked Sindh for some 

untold reasons. The Muslim forces triumphed the vast area ranging from the Sindh to 

Multan under the direction of Muhammad bin Qasim. This victory further solidifies the 

relations between the Arabic and Saraiki languages and Saraiki language witnessed its 

zenith. “In a consequence of this tremendous concurrence on part of the Muslims the 

Aryans culture and civilization almost breathed its last. Majority of the people of Indus 

valley converted to Islam as they were highly impressed by its attributes. When a huge 

number of people entered in to Islam, the Saraiki language immensely benefited from 

Islamic literature and learnings. Saraiki language feature number of proverbs and words 

originated from Arabic language. Religious inspirations in Saraiki language have since 

been happening (Kalanchvi.1982:49). 

 

 When renowned Arab Scholar, Abu Hafs Rabi bin Sahih Al Sa’adi Al Basri came to 

this soil, his prose and poetry left a marvelous impact on Saraiki and Arabic literature and 

poetry. He departed in 290 A.H. (903 A.D.). The world famous geographer of 4
th

 century 

Hijra (9
th

 century A.D.) Al Astakhari Abu Ishaq wrote a travelogue of Indus Valley, 

describing the supremacy of Saraiki language and Arabic language in and around of 

Multan. The languages spoken in Mansoora, Multan and its adjacent areas were Arabic 

and Sindhi and Saraiki (Haq.1962:104). 
 

 Likewise fact is narrated by Nadvi in the travelogue of  Ibne Hauqal: The 

languages used for communication in Mansoora, Multan and its outskirts were Arabic 

and Sindhi (Nadvi,1947:268). At that time languages such as Sindhi and Saraiki were not 

apart from each other, therefore both were treated as one hence called Sindhi language. 

With the arrival of Bashari to Multan in 375/376 A.H. the Persian language became the 

common tongue language; however the in Mansoora people were still speaking the 

Arabic language. 

 

 Bashari points out in his travelogue, Persian is the language spoken there and they 

are all merchants; and their languages are Sindhi and Arabic. (Nadvi, 1947:244). In the 

words of Abu Zafar Nadvi, The people of Multan and Singh actually did not use the 

language for interactions with each other rather mix language even for correspondence 
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and to write books (Nadvi,1947:268). As there was a trend of mixed language being used 

in that area, language such as Arabic, Persian and the local language Saraiki, Arabic and 

Persian left great influence on local language. For example; 

 

Table 2 

Arabic Saraiki Arabic Saraiki Arabic Saraiki 

Azlam Azlam Khamees Khamees Buhtan Buhtan 

Azli Azli Aman Aman Ubtar Ubtar 

Adda Adda Istanja Istanja Wahoosh Wahoosh 

(Nasir.2007:65) 

 

 Although the Iranian influence came in 521 B.C., when Dariush conquered the 

certain territories of Multan and Sindh and made them part of his empire but this 

influence was minor in scale. The real impact of Iranian was seen when Muslims arrived 

there and Persian language was also spoken there along with Arabic language. 

 

 Because of the fact that Saraiki and Persian have always been in congenial bonds 

therefore the impact of Persian language on Saraiki language posses the words from 

Persian language in two ways. Firstly in its originality and secondly with minute 

modifications. 

 

Table 3 

Persian Saraiki Persian Saraiki 

Akhta Akhta Aftaba Astavah 

Ja’a (place) Ja’a (place) Shah Bala Sabala 

Niwar Niwar Karoh Koh 

(Nasir.2007:65) 

 

 The arrival of the saints and the Muslim scholars which include spiritually 

renowned people such as Sheikh Ismail, Hazrat Data Ganj Bakhsh Ali Hajveri, Sultan 

Sakhi Sarwar and Hazrat Khawaja Gharib Nawaz Nizamuddin Aulia, all these great 

saints came to the land of India a lot earlier than the Moghul empire and very wisely 

intermingled with the people in order to preach the Islam. People developed a thousand 

respects for these saints for their radical upright conduct and superior contemplations 

about religion. The local scholars attached themselves not only with the Royal Court but 

concomitantly remained engaged in disseminating knowledge and literature. For instance 

the very first historian of the Delhi throne Shams Siraj Afeef, Ainul Mulk Mahrau 

Multani (author of Inshae Mahrau), Malik-ut-Tajjar Hameeduddin Multani and 

Shahabuddin Multani  were the renowned intellectuals of this region. Their mother 

tongue was Saraiki and this fact is comprehensively undoubted that because of their tail 

the Saraiki language reached its full extent with regard to its flourishing 

(Kalanchvi,1982:31). 

 

 On examining the historical Eras one comes across with the Upads of Pali 

language, which were created in the period B.C. later on the Upads were changed the 

Upads of Pali language, which is in use ever since the time of Gautam Buddha,  there 

came the variations in it in the period of Upbharinshan. 
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 These words of Pali language which were used in Upads, are Rukhair (Rukh: tree), 

Nind (Nainder: sleep), Chickal (Chikarh: Mud), Bhutari (Bhutar: dignitary), Nitti Nitti 

(Nit Nit; off and on), Daitha (Dhitha: seen) and Sadhi (Sadh) (Mughal, 2007:217). The 

proverbs of Pali language which have been used in Upads.  

 

“Dohal dhodhoki baniye sa mahi 

(here  Dohal depicts Doha and Dodho brings to light  Didh; belly) 

“Jo chor soho sadhu”. 

In this proverb Chor stands for thief and Sadhu means Sadhi, (The pioused gentle, 

reverend person) 

“Nitti Nitti Siala sihay sum jho jhai 

Here Nitti shows the meaning of occasionally.’’
  
(Mughal, 2007:222). 

 

 Before the emergence of Islam, the ruler of Sialkot was Salbahan. His wife before 

the birth of  his son sent him a riddle or quiz to find out, which is stated as  “Wich 

kechehri baitha ghar aaye jajman, Awal gheo gurh mangde, phir do bakray alwan, Na 

alwanan pasliyan, na jajmanan dand.Ae bujharat bujh ke ghar jald aayo dilband 

(Ghaznavi, 2003:170). 

 

 The Raja immediately came to know about the birth of his child while reading the 

riddle the words used in the quiz are also part of Saraiki language, e.g., jajman, gheo, 

gur, mangde, pasliyan, dand, bujharat. 

 

 Very recently publication in the form of Sandais Rasak emerged on the scene, Dr. 

K. S. Bedi  narrated that A Multan’s native, named Abdul Rehman converted from his 

religion to Islam in 1010 A.D.…..This language is a dialect of Lahndi type (Bedi, 

1961:105). Prof. Shaukat Mughal describes as The Sandes Rasik’s poetry in an indication 

of the language used in that era prior to Hazrat Baba Fariduddin Ganj Shakar (1173 to 

1265 A.D.)(Mughal, 2009:105). There are about 450 words of Saraiki language in this 

book. Some are as followed: 

 

Aas  (Aas; hope),    Atatawal (Atawal)        Atith (Ith; here) 

Ajanrh (aj; today),  Akaka (ak; fed up),  Andhal (andha; blind) 

Satath (sath;),  Sahan (sohan;),  Kant (Kant/ mehmboob; favourite),  Lahan (Khan, ),  

Man  (Man; heart),  Neer (neer; tears), Haya (haya: ) (Mughal, 2009:145) 

 

 When dialogues were held between Madar-e-Mominaan and Hazrat Baba 

Fariduddin Ganj Shakar in the 7
th

 Century Hijra Madar-e-Mominaan remarked that Khoja 

Burhanuddin is a bala (bridegroom), then Hazrat Baba Fariduddin Ganj Shakar 

rejoineded that Poonon da Chand, the moon in full trance is a Bala ( bridegroom). The 

word Khoja used in the above descriptions is still very much part of the Saraiki language. 

Although Hazrat Baba Farid-ud-din Ganj Shakar (1173 to 1265 A.D.) himself was a 

spiritual (Sufi) poet of his age, yet one comes across with the words of Saraiki language 

in his poetry. Such as: 

 

Kuj na bujhe, kuj na sujhe, duniya gijhi bha (Ashlok # 3) 

Apnrey girwan wich sir niwa n kar ke dekh (Ashlok # 6) 

Sakh puk aayi hor karendi wanh (Ashlok  # 11) 
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Farida Khaliq, khulq mein, khulq wasey Rab mana (Ashlok # 75) 

(Jahangir, 1982:11-45) 

 

 Raju Qata’al the brother of Hazrat Makhdoom Jahanian Jahangusht was mentioned 

by him in following words: 

 

                                          “Asaan Khoje , Tusaan Rajey”.  

 

 Likewise a sentence of Saraiki language was also spoken by Hazrat Raju Qata’al 

in 8
th

 century Hijra and 14
th

 century A.D. The sentence he spoke was about Feroze Shah 

Tughluq. 

 

                                            “ Kaka Feroze chunga hay.” (Haq, 1962:325)
 

 

 The two words Kaka and chunga from this sentence which are intensively used in 

Saraiki language even today. Another sentence of Saraiki language believed to be spoken 

or written in 8
th

 century Hijra and 14
th

 century A.D., when Feroze Shah Tughluq invaded 

Sindh in (752 to 790 A.H. / 1351 to 1388 A.D.). The detail of this incident is revealed by 

Shams Siraj Afeef : 

 

“ Barkat Sheikh thia, hik nawa hik niha.” Haq, 1962:326) 

 

 “Jajja and Deva Singh were two Rulers belonging to Bhatti dynasty. Raja Jajja  

was the uncle of Deva singh. Raja Jajja was the chief Incharge of the territory currently 

encompassing Khanpur and Ahmed Pur east tehsils in the year 1300 AH (about 980AD). 

Sambar Maharaja in the year 900 occupied a town which still stays unscathed.  The river 

Indus in that period used to flow close to the city but presently has rerouted itself ten 

miles to the west. A foundation of fort was laid by deva Singh in his Cholistan part of the 

desert in gog. When Raja Jajja was initiated about plan of deva Singh, he immediately 

issued the decree to stop it. Sisters of Raja Jajja interrupted and wrote to him to with draw 

his orders regarding seizing the construction of a fort. 

 

                                         Rai Jajja tein weenti behen puchaway. 

                                         Kya Bhutta kia Bhatia, Kot Usararn de”
 
 

 

 A brick was discovered from Sarwahi nearly one hundred years ago when a well 

was being cleaned. On this brick the Saraiki verses were found written: 

 

Silhan silh bund thiyan, phagian naam Naseer, 

Kho khataya puttar Ganman de oonar naam Humeer (Nasir, 2007:500-01) 

 

 A structure was made up of bricks was given name  Naseer; 

 

The son of Ganman dug a well whose name is Humeer.
 

 

 Dr. Nasrullah Khan Nasir writes about happening of Fort Marot Which is written 

on its principal  entrance a sentence is seen written or engraved in Hindi. 
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Sambat 1584 Parkhi Poh Suri 2, Patha, Malik Jam Sumra hiki khel phirai.  

(Nasir, 2007:499) 

 

 This sentence elaborates the fact that the fort or Marot was in the circumspection 

of Jam Sumra who rehabilitated it in 1594 AD. A priest of 70 Mahant Pooran Chansi told 

Maulana Aziz-ur-Rehman that the fort posses a very ancient background and it was 

refitted by Ameer Sodha Rao.  

 

 There are many verses popular in the praise of that Ameer and the language of 

these verses in pure Saraiki and it highlights that period when the stream of following 

river of Hakra died up. 

 

“Hakra Phir bhee Wahsi, Nadian wahsin poor 

Na Jaya Na Jamsi Sodha Rao Ameer”
 

(Nasir, 2007:501) 

 

 It was the commencing period of Sumra dynasty in the Sindh when Nooruddin 

arrived there in 462 A.H. from Arabia. Following is the manifestation of his  Ginan: 

 

Ae ji naam Nabi (PBUH) ka mitha hay, 

Jia shakar mein doodh. 

Kalma kaho dil sach soon. 

Tu bandho shafa’at sool 

(Allana, n.d:112) 

 

 Syed Shah Shams Sabzwari who was born in Sabzwar in 560 A.H. (1165 A.D.).  

He (R.A.) after completing his education headed and made the beginning of his 

evangelized programe from Sindh and the stepped in Multan. He was the contemporary 

of Hazrat Bahauddin Zikriya Multani. A sample of his Ginan: 

 

Ae Sobhaga 

Khada so Khada, Peeta so peeta; 

Ditta Sohi per mand Sobhaga; 

Duniya baal rakho jaal Tusaan, 

Pani piyo chhan Sobhaga
 

(Allana, n.d:52) 

 

 After the initial Ismaili saints , during the reign of Sultan Mehmood Ghaznavi, 

another manuscript which provides us the proof of the fact that Multani (Saraiki) 

language was the source of expression and communication  even centuries ago and had 

become the language of publications . The book in consideration is the Noornama of 

Hazrat Mullan. The year of this composition has been determined as 500 A.D. Hafiz 

Mehmood Sherani, acknowledges the year of this book as “1054 A.D”. 

 

“Panj she saal jo guzre aahe Hijri baad Rasoolon 

Mullah kahe Gharib vichara kum ulmawan kowlon, 

Neki amal na keetum koi shamat nafas jaholon 

Umar guzri noon pichon tawan bhra lahan qabolon 
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(Sherani, 1988:78) 

 

 After Noornama, a number of books come to our knowledge that there were also 

some books which used to be taught in the Saraiki region as text books, e.g., Nisab 

Zaroori, Amad namey, Khaliq Bari by Amir Khusrau, Nijatul Momineen by Maulana 

Abdul Karim Jhangavi. 

 

 All these traditions are witness to the fact that Saraiki language, which has been 

attributed to various titles / names, even centuries ago has not only remained the language 

of reading and writing, but has also been extensively used as a custom of poetic 

expression.  

 

 This fact can’t be denied that Saraiki language has been not only a language of 

expression and communication, but it also possessed its separate and exclusive 

curriculum  and teaching system which has been associated with the actual spirit of the 

ancient Saraiki language. This system in still in practice in the villages, religious 

seminaries, and elementary schools. A sample of the same is given. 

 

 ‘’Je koi puchhe tain kanon, kairhi takhti parhden, pehli pa takhti, Kitnia bhuteen- 

trie bhuteen, kia kia ? Uttey zabar,  talle zer, Uttey pesh, zabar di bhat keevain parheje, 

“aivain parheje, Aa Ba alif kon aa, Aa bab kon Ba, Aa Ba taikoon ta, ain tarah “yey” 

taien parhia wende’’  

 

II. Conclusion 
 Saraiki is one of the oldest languages of Indus valley. The most ancient civilization 

of the world Mesopotamia, Egypt and Indus valley blossomed on the bank of rivers. The 

mutual trade relationship developed among these civilizations. They exchange their 

words through speaking, reading and writing. Dravidians were the oldest rehabilitants of 

Indus valley. Invasion of Aryans added the Sanskrit words in the local language of 

Dravidians. Through trade and invasion of different countries affect the local language. 

They added some words through the difference in tones, changed their pronunciations as 

the language travelled to the distant places. Saraiki language has links with Pashachi and 

Dardik Alsana. After embracing Islam, Saraiki language vastly benefited from the Arabic 

and Persian languages, literature, knowledge. Saraiki contains a number of words, 

proverbs to these languages. The saints and preachers used the local language to spread 

Islam through poetry or either. 
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